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Drug Abuse in Vietnam:
The
Underappreciated Casualty of War
Brigid S. Kelleher
On 19 March 2003, the United States, along with
British forces, entered inlo "Operation Iraqi Freedom,"
overthrowing Iraqi president Saddam Hussein. Also
known as the Second Gulf War, this conflict sent
American and British troops inlo Iraq to disarm the
nation's weapons of mass destruction (W.MDs).
Though existence of WMDs within Iraq was never
proven, men and women from all service branches
were sent to combat Al-Qaeda and Hussein loyalists.
Hoslilily remains intense as first-hand accounts
describe improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and car
bombs, violent raids and hostage situations. In
February 2005 the Drug and Food Administration of
America sanctioned lhe dislribulion of ecstasy (containing 125 mg of the active ingredient
methylenedioxymelhamphelamine or MDMA) to
veterans of the Iraqi conflict in order lo combat post
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 1 Deployed soldiers
suffering from stress are also commonly given antidepressants and sleeping aids as means to heal their
psyches and are returned lo duly, while drugs available over the counter in Iraq, such as Valium, are
increasingly abused by civilians and soldiers alike .2
1
David Adam, "E:cslasy Trials for Combat Stress," The
Guardian, 17 Feb. 2005 <hllp://linyurl.com/5rasn> (28 Jan.

2007).
2

Baghdad Burning, "Of Valium , Drugs & Iraq ." Towards a

Counter Movement, 13 Ocl. 2004 <http://linyurl.com/ytluvo>

(28 Jan. 2007).
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The chaos in Iraq has opened a new route for Afghan
heroin and other opiates, and marijuana and amphetamines have been confiscated at the Jordanian
border. 3
The situation in Iraq is not the first major American
armed conflict to give rise to increased illicit drug use.
While rumors loom about illicit drug use and the
huffing of inhalants by American soldiers, evidence
reveals a consistent increase in drug abuse by American soldiers during wartime. The Vietnamese conflict,
which engaged American troops from 1961 until the
Paris Peace Accords in 1973, immersed young soldiers
into the Golden Triangle, a region covering Myanmar
(Burma), Thailand, Laos and Vietnam and infamous
for opium production. Heroin was readily available to
American soldiers of all ranks. 4 Marijuana was also
easily accessible, often used as an antidote to fear and
openly smoked by patients within Veteran Administrations (VA) hospitals. 5 This crusade against Communism within Vietnam saw local peoples and Americans
push heroin and marijuana within the country, and
saw the rise of its availability stateside as well. American soldiers who became increasingly dependent on
illicit drugs while deployed in Vietnam returned to the
cultural revolution of the 60s and 70s as addicts,
increasing drug abuse within the United States. In
such a way, the war in Vietnam had a profound impact
on the accessibility and trends of drug use by Ameri-
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J Aqeel Hussein & Colin Freeman, "Heroin Tracie Thrives on
Back of Chaos & Terror in Iraq," Telegraph, 9 Apr. 2005
<http :/ /tinyurl.com/9e5u4> (28 Jan. 2007).
4
VH 1 Rocle Ones: The 0mg Years, prod. VH I & The
Sundance Channel, 4 ep isodes, 60min/episocle, VH 1, 2006.
5
Ibid .
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cans, providing a tragic example of a too-frequently
minimized by-produc t of war, which needs careful
examination in view of its possible implications in the
current conflict in Iraq.
Scholars have explored drug abuse in Vietnam, but
do not reflect the alarming pattern within U.S . history.
Alfred W. McCoy spoke correctly in The Politics of
Heroin in Southeast Asia when he meticulously investigated heroin trafficking within the Golden Triangle and
surrounding regions and predicted a "generation of
junkies" back in 1972 .6 But his words of warning were
not heeded and even he could not foresee exactly what
lay ahead. Instead the problem of drug addiction
within the military expanded dramatically. McCoy
outlined the systematic corruption of the South
Vietnamese government and its direct connections to
drug abuse by i\merican military in Vietnam and
increased drug trafficking of hard drugs to the United
States . McCoy's expose, constituting only one chapter
in his book, does not Louch upon the drug abuse
resulting from the Vietnam War as a pattern because
it was written even before the Paris Peace Accords. In
Mailers of Substance: Drugs- and Why Everyone's a
User (2004), Griffith Edwards allempls lo explain drug
abuse by soldiers in Vietnam, but falls short. Despite
his recent publication date, Edwards does not try to
link war and increasing drug abuse by Americans in
his explanation of Why Everyone's a User. He paints
the Vietnam War as an unclear factor, almost a mystery with many facts yet to be discovered . Edwards
often claims that important information which could
6
Alfred W. McCoy, Tile Politics of l-ie roi1t i1t Southe a s t A s ia
(New York: Harpe r & Row, 19 7 2), 222 .
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make such links does not exist, but other sources
prove him wrong. Edwards works only with information on the surface. He takes at face value, for example, the fact that a low percentage of soldiers did not
pass their urinalysis, rather than digging deeper into
possible explanations for this apparent anomaly. This
paper will take a more critical approach, which includes developing the role of geography in making
illicit drug use so easy, as well as the role that an
unpopular war played in making it so prevalent among
American troops.
America before the Vietnam War was not a nation
consumed with drug policies and rehabilitation clinics .
With the Allies' victory ending World War II, American
soldiers returned home as heroes to a booming economy, producing collegians, scholars, and a new affluent middle class. The 1950s and early 1960s are
characterized by suburbia and June Cleaver, baby
boomers and the British invasion of rock 'n roll. Even
as sparks ignited the names of the civil rights and
women's movements, no one could predict or comprehend a nation afflicted with a growing number of sons
and daughters who both used and pushed illicit drugs.
To call this a drug-free period, however, would be a
gross mistake. As the nation moved into the psychedelic 60s and 70s, experimental use of hallucinogens
and marijuana by the nation's youth ran rampant.
Yet, addiction, especially within white middle-class
homes, was unthinkable. Most considered illegal
dn1gs to be a plague on the black ghettoes and other
more urban areas with higher crime rates. The mafia
(professionals at organized crime) was understood to
be the main distributor of what few illicit drugs existed
in America, rendering the idea that a suburban-bred
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son could orchestrate an elaborate drug deal out of the
question.
Although there is no doubt that illegal drug use
already existed in America in the early years of the war
in Vietnam, more potent and greater quantities of
narcotics were found outside of the nation's borders.
In 1964 an increase in troops was sent directly to the
world's premier producer of raw opium: the Golden
Spanning across four countries within
Triangle.
Southeast Asia, the Golden Triangle affects many
more. A vast majority of the poppies grown to cultivate
opiates are produced in the northeast of modern day
Myanmar. Sometimes motorized vehicles carry the
narcotics, but more often mules are used as transport.
Raw opium is shuttled from the Shan hills on unpaved
mule trails to Bangkok. fi'rom there opium enters
international markets, seeing most exports lo Hong
Kong. Other routes are taken, however, as the opiates
are smuggled across national borders by air. Flights
generally depart from northern Laos and land at the
international airport in Saigon (present day Ho Chi
Minh City). While Hong Kong remains the most
important center for international trafficking of heroin
and opium, Saigon is the "major transshipment point
for Golden Triangle narcotics heading for Europe and
the United States." 7 Often en route or after the completion of a shipment, opium is taken to refineries lo
be processed into heroin, a product of much smaller
volume than raw opium, and therefore easier to
transport.
Opium transportation was so easy, though slowed
by terrain, for two prominent reasons: culture and
7

Ibid., 152-3.
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politics. In most Southeast Asian countries, smoking
opium is legal. For years China supplied the United
Kingdom with its opium. When exporting the product
grew out of control, China had to plead with Queen
Vicloria to discontinue processing the narcotic. Within
the Golden Triangle opium dens, similar to present day
hookah bars, riddled the streets. By the time American troops landed in South Vietnam many opium dens
were closed, but smoking opium remained a widely
accepted recreational practice. To say that only "some
elderly Vietnamese" still used opium and heroin at the
time of the conflict, a position held by Iver Peterson, is
a terrible mistake. The availability of narcotics in the
region was high, and cultural trends did not discourage its use. 8
Corruption is the premier word to describe Vietnamese politics during the time of the conflict. As the
French who had colonized Vietnam understood, the
highest ranks of government were plagued by selfgratification and decadence. Western thought had
rocked Southeast Asia's leadership values and ideals.
Technology, revolution, and oppression had "released
dynamic forces of social change."9 Leaders in these
societies combined excess materialism with selfishness. Systematic corruption was the result. For many
of these nations, despotic rulers living in lavish palaces became the norm . Civilians were taught that
meritocratic sovereigns deserved their indulgences,
that kings were gods. As the United States filled the
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8
Iver Peterson, "Deaths from Drug J\buse Rise among
Vietnam Gls," 'J'he New York 'J'irnes, 3 l Oct. 1970, ProQuest
Historical Newspapers, 3.
0
McCoy, The Politics of Heroin , LS7 .
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power vacuum left by the French, American officials
did not heed their predecessors' warnings of the
dangers posed by corruption.
Replacing the French as an authority figure, the
United Stales began Lo combat the same Vietnamese
political factions as had their predecessors. These
factions gained access to Laotian air transits to acquire
large quantities of opium to sell, making massive
profits. Ngo Dinh Nhu , the brother of South Vietnamese president Ngo Dinh Diem, was the first to decide Lo
restore the opium traffic after liberation from the
French in order "to finance his repression of mounting
armed insurgency and political dissent." 1° From 19581960 Nhu used Corsican airlines lo transport the
narcotics. Diem, who had launched an anti-opium
campaign in 1955, allowed his brother to perpetuate
corruption. By 1963 lhe United Stales rescinded ils
support of Diem and even encouraged his eventual
toppling from power, allowing his murder by military
coup.
Systematic corruption within Vietnam did not cease
with the fall of Diem. What resulted was a closely
controlled struggle for power between the three foremost leaders in South Vietnam: President Nguyen Van
Thieu, Vice-President Nguyen Cao Ky and Premier
Tran Thien Khiem. Thieu controlled the army, navy
and lower house of governrnent, while the air force was
loyal to Ky, and Khiem controlled the customs, port
authority, and National Police. Power was gained
through acquiring "control over a centralized narcotics
traffic," and each of the se political factions sought that

'

0

Ibid., 153 .
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control. 11
Leading political authorities in South
Vietnam often used American-established operations
to bring in opium. As early as 1961, the CIA conducted "Operation Haylift," hiring Ky and his First
Transport Group to fly American agents into North
Vietnam for intelligence reconnaissance missions. Ky
utilized this opportunity to transport opium from Laos
to Saigon. By mid-1970 each of the aforementioned
political institutions included high ranking officials
who were connected with opium trafficking, using their
authority to smuggle narcotics. Officials easily protected themselves and those loyal to them from persecution for drug trafficking because the entire system
was corrupt and because men like Ky and Thieu
clearly had enough political authority to pardon
individuals, and to lie about or deny their own involvement. Under the United S tates' nose, the opium
market continued to grow .
Such were the regions America sent its sons and
daughters to protect. Troops were immersed in a
society of corruption, bribery, and violence. America
was shocked to watch General Nguyen Ngoc Loan
execute a prisoner assumed to be Viet Cong in front of
U.S. television cameras on the first day of the Tet
offensive (31 January 1968). Following the efforts of
the South Vietnamese and the Americans, men and
women who had just barely reached legal adulthood,
witnessed the brutal effects of Agent Orange upon
civilians and landscape. They were required to participate in the decimation of en tire villages and some
witnessed while others participated in brutal rapes of
Vietnamese women. In fighting the Viet Cong, these

II

Ibid., 158.
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same young people were ambushed, and saw friends
and entire units literally blown up or shot. Vietnam
was hell on earth for the naive young Americans who
had enlisted or had been drafted.
The stress of war took its toll on the troops. Symptoms developed, presenting themselves overtly within
individuals and eventually pushing doctors to coin the
phrase "post traumatic stress disorder" (PTSD). Men
and women were emotional wrecks who could become
a liability for any unit. In Christian G. i\ppy's Patriots,
containing a plethora of memoirs by Vietnam veterans,
one army nurse explains how she could not sleep and
cried often, eventually seeking help from a surgeon
with the words, ''l'm falling apart here." His solution
was to prescribe Librium, which, as the nurse describes, "gave [her] a false calm." 12 Such prescriptions
were not uncommon, showingjust how easily medication could be obtained. Still some soldiers also medicated with self-prescribed marijuana and heroin. As
anti-war sentiments grew both stateside and abroad,
troops also began to use narcotics as a form of rebellion against a war they too opposed.
Gls were homesick and bored, searching for solace
and a means to dull the fear and exhaustion. Opium
was everywhere. Soldiers could find it at extremely
low prices from locals, ARVN officers, or other Americans with ranks as high as captain. 13 Troops smoked
marijuana often and sometimes obtained marijuana
laced with opium. The pungent scent of marijuana
smoke, however, was easily detectable, convincing
12

Chrislian G. Appy, Palriols (New York: Penguin Group,
2003), 172.
13
McCoy, The Pulilics uj' Heroin, 20 l.
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some to try less conspicuous substances. In late 1969
and early 1970, the Golden Triangle laboratories
refining opium into heroin finally achieved 80-99
percent pure heroin, dubbed heroin no. 4. A CIA
report from June 1971 concludes that the growing
heroin market in South Vietnam among U.S. soldiers
was the reason for the laboratories efforts to create no.
4. 14 After the widely unpopular spring 1970 invasion
of Cambodia, there was a surge in U.S. troops using
the narcotic.
At the hands of the South Vietnamese government
officials who protected the heroin trade, vying for
American addicts' money, drug-related deaths confirmed by autopsy doubled from 1969 to 1970 (from
eleven to twenty-five). Sixty-four more deaths suspected to be drug-related were not confirmed by
autopsy. 15 In 1971 an estimated 10-15 percent of lowranking enlisted troops were heroin users. America
began to fear that these addicts with low morale, who
practiced attempls on their ranking officers lives by
throwing hand grenades (a practice known as
fragging), would return home crazed and violent. U.S.
officials attempted in-country rehabilitation for addicts
to preserve the idea Lhal home was a peaceful haven
for their military, void of substance abuse and violence. Some addicts were locked into "big metal conex
boxes" for a few days, removed, sent to the medical
ward for rehydration, and then sent back to their
units. 16 On 22 June 1971 the U.S. military com1

I

Ibid., 18 1.
"Death s or Gl s La id lo Dru g in Vi e tn a m," Th e N ew Yor/c
Tim es, 2 0 Nov. 197 0, ProQuest 1-1 is to rica l Ne ws p a p e r s, 11.
16
Appy , Patriots , 172 .
•

15
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mantled that any GI leaving for home had to pass a
urinalysis. Only 5.5 percent of Gls did not pass, and
officials claimed that because only 8 percent of those
proven to be addicts injected the highly potent heroin,
addiction was not a serious concern. 17 These urinalysis percentages are inaccurate, however. Many factors
affected results: Gls were given second chances on
their tests; because testing was lax, many brought in
clean urine from another person; and many Gls
endured military detox or quit using on their own long
enough to pass the lest. 18
Gls passed their tests, but they still came home
addicted. Even in while middle-class neighborhoods
they sought out other addicts. Returning Gls increased the influx of heroin and opiates within America as they smuggled the drugs home or, more commonly, had drugs mailed to them from Vietnam. The
price of heroin in the United States was tremendously
higher than were prices in Vietnam. Some veterans
simply wanted a cheap fix, while others saw an opportunity to make money . America began lo realize the
extent of the trafficking when parcel after parcel sent
through military postal services was confiscated and
veterans were arrested for trafficking. One alternative
method of smuggling in heroin was by lucking it into
the body bags carrying their fallen cornrades. 19 In
August of 1970, a soldier was arrested for mailing
17

McCoy, ThePoliLicsofI-ieroi11, 219.
Ibid.
19
VI-fl Rocle Docs: The Drug Years, prod. VH I & The
Sundance Channel, 4 ep.isodes, 60min/episode, VH 1, 2006.
18
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$50,000 worth of heroin and cocaine. 20 Other known
cases had reported values of up to $1.75 million .
President Richard Nixon had already established
Operation Golden flow (urinalyses) and finally declared
war on drugs, opening several rehabilitation clinics
stateside specifically for veterans.
Returning Gls were not the only ones bringing illicit
narcotics into the United States. The U.S. military did
not widely acknowledge the immense drug abuse
problem within Vietnam until 1968. By then there
were already reports of increa sing heroin deaths within
the United States . In 1965 the organized crime syndicates followed America into the war in search of
greater profits. They struck gold in Southeast Asian
opium and began to smuggle it into the United States.
The mafia influence increased heroin and addiction
rates within urban areas. In the first six months of
1968, there were 450 drug-related deaths in New York.
Doctors were in uncharted territory. Research was
conducted to investigate whether overdoses were
caused by an "undiscovered virus," and terms such as
"snorting" crept into the vocabulary to replace "snuffing. "2 1
American military officials did not do enough for
the rehabilitation of their troops in-country. Many
thought illicit drug use was a sta in on their institution
and were embarrassed to report or even acknowledge
it. Others were simply more callous and thought all
20

"Ex-GI Accused of Ma ilin g $50,000 in Dru gs from As ia,"
The N ew Yorlc Times , 3 0 Au g. 1970 , ProQu es t 1-li s lorical
Newspa pers, 13 .
21
Tom Buc kley, "Narcotics Death s on Inc rease He re, " Th e
N ew Yorlc Times, 15 J\ug . 1968, ProQ u es t Hi s torical Newspa pers,
l.
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users deserved what they got. Because so little effort
was made to truly help the afflicted, these young
people returned home to mingle with the rest of the
youth of America. They continued their drug habits
and influenced their peers. Psychedelia had already
broken the taboo of taking drugs, so there were many
who were eager to try. Addiction swept the nation.
The decline in soldiers within Vietnam did not
result in a decline of d r ug trafficking . Smugglers from
Southeast Asia, independent of U.S. military and
organized crime, continued to travel to America via
routes through Europe or across the Pacific to Hawaii
and California. In November 1971 the U.S. Bureau of
Narcotics estimated that 30 percent of America's
heroin supply had come from Southeast Asia. 22 That
number has increased to more than 80 percent over
the years. 23
A similar tragedy is brewing today: drug abuse by
American troops serving in the Second Gulf War is on
the increase. In this conflict-often compared to the
Vietnam War-Operation Iraqi Freedom is following the
blueprints for constructing another generation of
addicts and substance abusers. The Vietnamese
conflict finally forced recognition of PTSD, a disorder
which significantly impairs a soldier's morale and
judgment. The American public has been made well
aware of the casualties in Iraq and Afghanistan,
constantly learning from. news channels about the
latest helicopter that was shot down by insurgents or
22

McCoy, The Polilics of Heroin, 222.
Alfred W. McCoy, "Historical H.cv iew of Opium/ Heroi11
Production," Schaffer Library of Drug Policy,
<hllp://liny url.com/3 2 bclf> l Feb . 20 07.
23
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about mess halls destroyed by mortar shells. While
the numbers are much lower than the more than
50,000 American casualties of Vietnam, they are no
less extreme or dangerous to the minds and bodies of
those serving overseas today. Doctors are prescribing
Zoloft instead of sending troops home, and once again
many in the service are turning to the illicit use of
uncontrollable substances for solace. When asked
about huffing (the inhalation of such substances as
gasoline and aerosols) in-country, Sgt. Daniel Canada
of the National Guard spoke with a scoff: "There is
more than a problem with huffing. There is a huge
problem with prescription drug abuse and alcohol
abuse." 24 There are lessons to be learned from the
drug abuse resulting from the war in Vietnam. When
the United States deploys its military forces to far-off
countries, specifically tho s e like Vietnam and Iraq
where geography and the conditions of war both
contribute to drug abuse, addiction needs to be
recognized as a serious hazard facing servicemen and
women in the field. Addiction is just as, if not more,
deadly than insurgents, for it is a problem that remains even when the battles a re won.
24

Phone interview with Sgl. Daniel Canada, Norfolk, VA, 10
Feb. 2007.
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